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Engineers who are active in the Health Care sector
to contribute to long-term

have great opportunities

quality development, thereby developing new
techniques or improving existing ones. By working daily
with commercially available instruments and methods
the clinical engineer can build up a considerable
knowledge bank regarding how to improve existing
to resolve completely new method

pharmaceuticals is 100 billion and the rest, 50 billion
dollars, is instrumentation and medical devices [].
Today Health Care and the biomedical industry use
highly sophisticated technology in their products. It is
reasonable to assume that technological progress will
find early and advanced applications in the Health Care
field.

techniques or how

problems. He/she often has a perspective on
developmental requirements which is extremely
valuable in order to function as an innovator. The
proximity to Health Care gives ample opportunities for
the trying-out of a new product in the end-user
environment. Medical expertise is often extremely
interested in collaborating in method development work.
Traditionally, most clinical engineering departments

FROM INVENTOR TO INNOVATOR

An innovation is defined as an invention that has
been successfully marketed and reached a stage of
commercial success. Usually we make a distinction
between an inventor and an innovator. The role of an
innovator is much more demanding than that of an

An inventor is

on the
of hisftrer
invention; the product. He/she seldom finds the
inventor.

strongly focused

have not devoted very much time to product
development. The reason is probably that the more
routine activities in a department do not permit timedemanding development projects. The available
personnel must be used to resolve the immediate daily

technology and the technical development

tasks. Inventions and technical development work have
a low priority. Even if extremely good competence

An inventor must educate him/herself to become a
successful innovator and entrepreneur. The following
fields are particularly important:
i1J Marketing - to be able to do simpler market
assessment and to understand the essentials of marketing

exists in the clinical engineering departments it is
usually the case that this sector of the collective
competence seldom is utilised.
The need for improved or

new products for Health

Care is the major driving force for innovations and
industrial production of medical devices. New medical
products are born in the light of new clinical
requirements and new technical possibilities. To be able
to identifo the new needs and possibilities a high degree
of competence, both in the engineering and medical
field, is required. To develop new products takes time.

A

5-

commercialisation of his/her invention very exciting and

avoids creating the contacts necessary for further
business development of the product.

new products

FJ Economy

- to

be able to do simpler types of

project budget plans
I i t-aw - especially various forms of contracts and
business negotiations
=]

[ Patents - to be able to write patent applications
and to understand the type of protection a patent gives.

l0 year period from the idea state to

commercialisation is not unrealistic. The interpretation
of future trends and markets is very important in
successful product development. Where will Health
Care be l0 years from now? Which new techniques will
emerge in the meantime? The needs we see today will
not necessarily be the same l0 years ahead. To correctly
assess future trends and needs is of the utmost
importance in the development of new products which
will be successful on the commercial market. The world

market for medical and Health Care products is
approximately 150 billion dollars today, of which

THE LIFE CYCLE OF A PRODUCT
Every product has a life cycle. It is born, it matures,
reaches a maximal sales figure and finally disappears
from the market.

The life cycle curve of a product is a well-known
concept within marketing, product development and
market research. The life cycle curve shows the sold
quantity of a product as a function of time from its
inffoduction on the market to the time when the product
no longer is marketed.
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The life cycle curve is usually divided into the
phases [2]:

- ilntroduction when the product is first introduced
on a market and the first sales take place.
. lsales growth - when the product has been on the
market for some time and the awareness of its existence
spreads and increasing numbers of the product are sold.

i- lMaturity

- where the consumers interested in

product already have bought and sales

the

no longer

increase.

'lDecline

-

where the demand

for the

national and international regulations. Already accepted
design principles must be used.
An important part of the technology assessment is to
involve external persons not familiar with the project for
handling tests or to get end-user input. Very often such
an involvement results in major improvements in the
design and function of a device. Technology assessment
of a shorter series of devices (5-10) used in "the real
world" (hospitals, laboratories) wilt often affect the final
design of the product in a decisive way.

product

decreases.
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STRATEGIC ASSESSMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

A preliminary assessment of a new product idea
must always include the following considerations:
i- ;Market analysis

= Technology assessment

The results from these preliminary assessments are
important cornerstones in the management of product
development projects leading to a commercial success.
MARKET ANALYSIS
Early market assessments will answer the two very
important questions [3]:
rl Is there a need (a "market") for the product under
study?

-

lls the market large enough to make an investment
in a development project profitable?
Irrespective of if we are developing simpler or more
complicated technology we should aim at getting a good
overview of the market.
An early and preliminary view of a potential market

helps the innovator

to plan for the long range

development of his/her invention

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

Technology assessment includes analysis of
to product technology as well as

problems related

production technology. Product technology assessment

is particularly important for medical products in the
clinical environment. Safety considerations are of course
key questions. The technical design of a medical
instrument must fulfit the actual standards and the
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